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After the ancestor worship ceremony is over, I will take Helena back to Northern Europe.”

Charlie’s decision stunned Lord Wade, who was extremely protective of Charlie today, and even
authorized Charlie to be in charge of all the affairs of the Wade Family temporarily.

At this time to send Helena back to Northern Europe? Isn’t this asking for trouble?

He couldn’t help but slander: “What the hell Charlie wants to do…this own business hasn’t settled,
why is he still thinking about the Nordic royal family? Is he really thinking about going to Nordic to
help Helena regain the throne? “

The other Wade Family members are also dumbfounded.

What the hell…

Tomorrow is dead or alive, still don’t know, and still brazenly going to take care of Nordic affairs?

Lord Wade coughed awkwardly and asked Charlie: “Charlie, tomorrow’s Yeling Mountain matter, I still
don’t know whether it can be resolved smoothly. If you offend the Nordic royal family because of
Helena’s matter, it will be more than a loss…”

Charlie said calmly: “Don’t worry, just follow my instructions.”

Corran wade also blurted out at this time: “Charlie! Don’t you think that if you arrange a plane and
send Helena back, she will automatically get the right to inherit the throne?! If you send her back like
this, it will only be a sheep’s mouth! “

Helena also said nervously: “MR. Wade…Olivia clearly warned me not to allow me to return to
Northern Europe. If I go back rashly, she will definitely control me!”

Charlie said calmly: “Everything, you just need to do your best to make sure that you can meet your
grandma privately before being controlled by her. If you can’t even do this, then I can’t help. is you.”

Helena said with some confusion: “It shouldn’t be a big problem to find a way to see grandma, but…
can all problems be solved by seeing a nanny?”

Charlie nodded: “Yes, as long as you can see her, the throne must be yours.”

Helena felt unable to understand, but seeing what Charlie said was conclusive, she believed it
somewhat.

So, she gritted her teeth and said firmly: “Okay MR. Wade! Everything will follow your instructions!”

Charlie looked at the time and said to Don Albert and Isaac Cameron: “These two women, you should
take care of them first.”



Don Albert blurted out, “Master Wade, don’t worry, everything is left to me!”

Charlie nodded and said to Stephen Thompson: “Stephen , you can drive me to review the house, and
send Helena back to the hotel by the way.”

“Okay!” Stephen Thompson nodded, could it be said, “Master, wait a minute, I’m going to prepare the
car now.”

Lord Wade saw that Charlie couldn’t keep it, so he said: “Everyone, send charlie out with me.”

When the old man spoke, the Wade Family didn’t dare to obey, so they could only follow behind him
and send Charlie and Helena to the gate.

Stephen Thompson parked the car at the door, took the initiative to open the door, and said to Charlie,
“Master, please get in the car.”

Charlie asked Helena to get in the car first, and then he was about to sit in. Lord Wade stepped
forward, took Charlie’s hand, and asked in a low voice: “charlie…you tell the truth with grandpa,
tomorrow’s business, How sure are you?”

Charlie smiled slightly and said lightly: “Half.”

“Half?” Lord Wade looked disappointed, but still grinned reluctantly, and said, “Half is not bad too!”

“Yeah.” Charlie nodded and said, “Nothing else, I’ll leave first.”

“Okay.” Lord Wade said hurriedly, “Slower on the road, see you in Yeling Mountain tomorrow
morning!”

“okay, see you tomorrow.”
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